
Before making the switch to Microsoft Teams as your unified 
communication system, it's crucial to conduct a pilot program 
to ensure the right fit and optimal outcomes. Cloud Revolution, 
the leading integrated cloud communications service provider, 
offers a comprehensive solution to facilitate and manage your 
Teams Phone Pilot.

Introducing Cloud 
Revolution's Teams 
Phone Pilot Program

1. Expert Facilitation: Our experienced team will guide you through the entire pilot 

program, ensuring best practices are followed and accurate results are obtained.

2. Goal-Oriented Approach: We work with you to define clear objectives aligned 
with your organization's needs, providing a solid foundation for the pilot program 
and justifying its importance.

3. Leadership Buy-in: We help secure sponsorship from key stakeholders 

throughout your organization, fostering participation and diverse perspectives 
from different departments.

4. Resource Allocation: Cloud Revolution assists in allocating the necessary time, 
resources, and budget for the pilot program, ensuring its success and seamless 

integration with your existing projects.

5. Defined Use Cases: We collaborate with you to identify and test the specific use 
cases relevant to your UC platform evaluation, ranging from conferencing and 
collaboration to mobility and third-party integrations.

6. Hardware Evaluation: As part of the pilot, we provide access to and gather 
feedback on hardware devices such as handsets, headsets, and conference room 
systems, ensuring comprehensive assessment and user familiarity.

7. Microsoft Support: Throughout the pilot, we leverage Microsoft's dedicated 
resources, including training classes and technical documentation, to address any 

questions or unexpected situations that may arise.

8. Analysis and Implementation Planning: Our pilot program committee analyzes 

the outcomes, carefully considering any limitations or integration challenges. 

Based on the findings, we collaborate with you to define the next steps for a 
successful full implementation plan.

Discover the potential of Microsoft Teams with confidence through Cloud 
Revolution's Managed Teams Phone Pilot Program. Contact us today at +1 (720) 

617-3454 or sales@CloudRevolution.com to get started on your journey towards 

enhanced communication and collaboration.

Why choose Cloud Revolution for your Teams Phone Pilot?
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